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Abstract 
The numerical method for ordinary differential equations is regular if it has the same set of finite asymptotic values as 
the underlying differential system. This paper examines the regularity and strong regularity properties of diagonally implicit 
multistage integration methods (DIMSIMs) introduced recently by J.C. Butcher. A sufficient condition for regularity and 
strong regularity of such methods of any order is given and it is proved that this condition is also necessary for two-step 
two-stage DIMSIMs of order greater than or equal to two. It is also demonstrated that there exist regular schemes in 
the class of explicit DIMSIMs. This is in contrast to explicit Runge-Kutta methods with more than one stage, which are 
always irregular. 
Keywords." General inear method; Ordinary differential equation; Regularity; Asymptotic values 
AMS classification." 65L05 
1. Introduction 
Recently, Butcher [1] proposed a new class of diagonally implicit multistage integration methods 
(DIMSIMs) for the numerical solution of the differential systems 
y '= f (y ) ,  xC[xo ,X] ,  (1.1)  
y(xo) = Yo, 
where f • ~m ~ ~,~ is assumed to be sufficiently smooth. Let x, =x0 + nh, n=O, 1,... ,N, Nh=X-xo. 
Assuming that the external stages ylnJ,..., y~nl associated with the point Xn are already given, these 
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methods compute the internal stages y(,~,..., y t, l, and then the extemal stages y l  n+l ] , . . . , J r l ) [n+l ]  
associated with the point x, + 1 by means of the formulae 
s 
y i [ " ]=hy~aof (yg[" l )+  - .[,1 uijyj , i=  1,2, . . . ,s ,  
j=l s j=l r (1.2) 
1, - -  h E ) + E i=  1,2,... , 
j= l  j= l  
n = 0, 1 . . . .  ,N -  1. The method (1.1) has order p i f  
P 
y~n] = y~ ~iky(k)(Xn)hk + O(hP+ 1), 
k=0 
i=  1,2, . . . ,  r, for some real parameters ~;k, and stage order q i f  y t,] are approximations of order q + 1 
to the solution at points x ,+c ih ,  i = 1,2 . . . .  ,s, for any n = 0, 1 , . . . ,N.  In [1] the order conditions 
are derived in case p = q and in [2] in case p = q + 1 and examples of  many such methods are 
presented. 
Denote the coefficient matrices of  (1.2) by 
s ru  -i s r 
A = [aij]i,j=D U = t ijJi=l,j=l, 
B = [bij]irl,}=l, V = [Vij]ir, j=l . 
Similarly as in the case of  Runge-Kutta methods, the coefficient matrix A determines the implemen- 
tation costs of  (1.2) and, depending on its structure, Butcher [1] divided DIMSIMs into four types 
which are appropriate for nonstiff or stiff systems in a sequential or parallel computing environment. 
For methods of  type 1 or 2, the matrix A has the form a;i = 2, a o = O, j > i, with 2 = 0 or 2 ¢ 0, 
respectively. For methods of  type 3 or 4, A = 2 /where  I stands for the identity matrix, with 2 = 0 
or 2 ¢ 0, respectively. 
The matrix V determines the zero-stability properties of  (1.2). As in [1, 2] we will assume that 
V is a rank-one matrix of  the form V = ev T, where v = [/)1 . . . .  , / ) r]  T and e = [1 . . . .  ,1] 7, such that 
Ve = e. Moreover, we will always assume that Ue = e. 
Under these assumptions the method (1.2) reduces to 
Y/I"] = h ~ aof (Y j  [nl) + uijyJ n], i = 1,2 . . . .  ,S, 
j=l s :=1 (1.3) 
y~"+l l=hy~bof (Y j t " l )+zt" l ,  i=  1,2 . . . .  ,r, 
j= l  
where 
r 
~-" v.y["] g[n] : :  / j  J J • 
j= l  
This formulation reflects the fact that to compute the external stages yJ, l for j = 1,2, . . . ,  r, the linear 
combination given by z ["l needs to be propagated from the current step corresponding to x, to the 
next step corresponding to x,+~. 
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Following Iserles [5] and Hairer et al. [4], denote by ~- the set of all possible bounded asymptotic 
values of (1.1), i.e., 
~-= {yECm: f (y )=O},  
and define 
• ~ = {(y, . . . ,  y) E cm(r+s): y E o~}. 
Then consider the system 
~ri -h£ai j f (Y j )+~--~ui j~j ,  i -  1,2,. . . ,s,  
j=l j=l 
S 
~.=hy~bi j f (~) )+e,  i = 1,2,. . . ,r ,  
j=l 
with 
(1.4) 
e= vj , 
j=l 
which is obtained formally from (1.3) by passing with n to infinity and putting I~, •= lim,__.o~ Y/.[,], 
--lim,__.o~ y~"] (assuming that these limits exist). Define also the sets 
and 
~h = {(f21,..., Yr, ~rl,..., ~rs)'- (f21,..., Yr, ~rl,..., ~rs) sat is fy  (1 .4 )} .  
It turns out that f f  C ~ and ~ C ~h for any h > 0 (cf. Section 2) but, in general, the sets ~h - ~- 
and ~h - ~ may be nonempty. The DIMSIM is said to be regular if and only if 
~=~-  
and strongly regular if and only if 
for any h>0.  The motivation behind these definitions is the following. If y(x)---~y* as x---~o¢, 
then, necessarily, y*E  f f  and for sufficiently smooth y we have also y(O(x)--. 0 as x ~ oo for 
i = 1,2,.. . ,  p. Assume now that y["] ~ ~, i = 1,2, . . . ,s  and y/[,] ~ ~, i = 1,2,.. . ,  r as n ~ (x). Since 
In] P (k) k In] y approximates ~_.k=oaiky (x,)h , Y,. approximates y(x,+cih), and ~i0 = 1 (see Lemma 1 in 
Section 2) it would be desirable if all these limits would be equal to the limit y* of the solution y 
to (1.1). This is obviously the case if ~ = ~-. Moreover, since vXe = 1 it follows that if y},l ~ y* 
as n -+ oo then z["] --* y* as n --~ c~ which is the motivation for the weaker requirement ~ = ~.  
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Putting r = 1, we have U = e, B ----- [bb... ,b~] = b a', V = v -- 1, and (1.3) reduces to an s-stage 
Runge-Kutta method of the form 
s 
Yi = Yn -l- h Z ai jf(Yj),  
/=1 ~ (1.5) 
Y,+1 = Y,, +h  Zb j f (Y j ) ,  
j= l  
n = 0, 1, . . . ,N - 1, where we have written Y/instead of y/In1, yn instead of yl "] and Yn + 1 instead of 
yl, + 1]. Since z In] = y l  n] z Yn, regularity now means that the system 
s 
~ = 33 + h Z a i j f (~) ,  
j= l  (1.6) 
~L~ b j f (~)  = 0, 
j= l  
has only solutions (33, ~'1,..., ~'s) such that f(33)=0. Consequently, the method (1.5) is regular in the 
sense introduced in [5, 4]. Therefore, our definition of regularity of DIMSIMs is a generalization of
the concept of regularity for Runge-Kutta methods. Strong regularity means instead that the system 
(1.6) has only the solution of the form (33,...,33)E ~m(~+l) such that f (33)= 0. Observe that this 
is a stronger equirement than regularity as introduced in [5, 4]. However, these two concepts are 
equivalent for the Runge-Kutta methods with s = 2 which are not EOS (essentially one-stage), 
see [6]. 
The regularity properties of linear multistep methods, predictor-corrector methods and Runge- 
Kutta methods are examined in Isefles [5], where the characterization f all regular two-stage Runge- 
Kutta schemes of order p ~> 2 is given. The recent paper of Hairer et al. [4] extends the work of 
Iserles [5] to the Runge-Kutta formulas of any order and proves some order barriers for such 
methods. 
2. A sufficient condition for strong regularity 
Introducing the notation 
rE°  = ira°l , . . . ,  r t ,y ,  
f (y [ , l )  = [ f (y [n ] )  . . . .  , f(y•,])]x, 
y[.] = [y ln ] , . . . ,  y~n]]T, 
the method (1.2) can be written in the vector form 
Y["] = h(A ® ]m) f (Y  ["] ) + (U ® Im)y In], 
y[" + '] = h(B ® Im)f(Yt"]) + ( V @ Im)y["], (2.1) 
n = 0, 1, . . . ,N - 1. Let w = ~=0 ~kz k where cck = [~lk,...,~rk] a'.Recall also that V = ev ~, vTe = 1, 
and Ue = e. In what follows, we will need the following simple lemma about DIMSIMs. 
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Lemma 1. Assume that the method (2.1) has order p >~ 1 and stage order q >~ 1. Then O¢o = e and 
vT Be = 1. 
ProoL  It follows from Theorem 3.1 in [1] that 
e cz = zAe cz + Uw + O(z 2), 
eZw = zBe cz + Vw + O(z 2), 
where e ~z = [e~sZ,..., e~sZ] T. Expanding these relations into Taylor series around z = 0 and comparing 
the terms of degree zero and one, it follows that 
U~zo = e, U~I + Ae = c, 
(ZO = V~o, ~1 + ~0 = Be + V~ 1 .
Since V = ev T, it follows that C~o ---- 2e for some 2 E ~ and Ue = e implies that 2 -- 1. We have also 
vT(~I + ~0) ---- V TBe + vT evT~I 
and, since vTe = 1, we obtain vTBe = 1. [] 
To investigate regularity and strong regularity properties of (2.1), it will be more convenient to 
rewrite this method as 
K ['] = f (h (A  ® Im)g In] + (U ® Im)y[n]), 
yr, + ~} = h(B ®Im )g  In] q- ( V ® I m)y["], (2.2) 
which is analogous to the k-notation for Runge-Kutta schemes (cf. Dekker and Verwer [3]). 
Consider also the system 
I£ = f (h (A  ® Im)I~ + (U ® Im)33), (2.3) 
33 = h(B @ Ira)I( + (V  ® Im)33, 
which corresponds to the system (1.4) in k-notation with 33 = [331 .... ,33r] T. 
The application of (2.2) to the test equation y '= 2y, where 2 is the complex parameter, leads to 
the recurrence relation 
y[. + 11 = M(z)y[.], 
n ---- 0, 1 .... , where the so-called stability matrix M(z)  is given by 
g(z )  = V + zB(ls - zA)-]U. 
Consequently, the region of absolute stability of (2.2) is defined by 
~¢ -- {z E C: p(M(z ) )< 1}, 
where p(M(z ) )  stands for the spectral radius of M(z) .  Let d(y* )  = (a f /dy) (y* )  be the Jacobian 
matrix of f and define the map 
F(33) := h(B @ Im)I~ + (V  @ Ira)y, 
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where/~ is defined implicitly by (2.3). Denote by tr(A) the spectrum of the matrix A. The following 
result is an analogue of Theorem 3 in [5]. 
Theorem 2. For any h > 0 we have ~ C ~ and ~ c ~h. Moreover, y* E ~ is attractive as an 
asymptotic value of  F([y* . . . .  , y , ] r )  /f t r (hJ(y*))C ~¢ and only i f  a(h J (y*) )C ~ where ~ is the 
closure of  ~¢. 
Proof. The inclusions ~ C ~h and ~ C ~h follow from the fact that the system (2.3) has obviously 
the solution 33 = [y*, . . . ,  y*]T and/~ = [0,... ,  0] T if f (y* )  = 0 (recall that Ue = e and Ve = e), and 
that £ = (v r @ lm)P = y*. 
TO investigate if y* E ~" is attractive, we will first establish the relationship between the spectrum 
of J = J (y*)  and the spectrum of OF/O) = (dF/d)) (y* , . . . ,  y*). Let OK/O) = (OK/O))(y*,... ,  y*). 
It can be verified that 
and 
dR _ h(a ® j)oR 
~y - o)  +U®J  
0F 0R 
~ =h(B®I . )~ + Z ®Ira. 
Computing 0I~/0~ from the first equation and substituting it into the second equation, we get 
0F 
= h(B ® 1.)(I~. - h(A ® J ) ) - I (u  ® J) + V ® 1.. 
Assume that .Ix = 2x. We will show that, for any z E R s, 
aF 
fff(z ® x) = (M(h2) @ I,,)(z ® x). 
We have 
OF 
fffy(Z @ x) ---- h2(B @ Im)(lsm - h(A @ J )  )-I(Uz ® e)+ Vz @ e. 
But it is easy to check that 
(Sin -- h(A ® J )  ) - I (Uz  ® x)  = (Is - h,~ A) - '  Uz ®x. 
Hence, 
OF 
- - ( z  ®x) =h2(B ® Im)((I~ - -  h2A) -x Uz ® x) + Vz ® e 
= h2B(Is - hL't)-l Uz ®x+ Vz ® x 
= (hAB(Is - h~4) - lu  ®Ira q- V ® Im)(Z ®x) 
= (M(h2) @ lm)(Z ® X), 
(2.4) 
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which proves (2.4). Assume now that M(h2)z = pz. Then 
OF 
® x) = ® x) 
and, assuming that the eigenvalues of J are distinct and that the eigenvalues of M(h2), 2 E a(J), 
are distinct, it follows that 
= U 
,tea(J) 
Using the perturbation arguments, it follows that these sets are also equal without the above as- 
sumptions on the eigenvalues of J and M(h2). The theorem follows from this relation between the 
spectra of OF/af~ and J and the definition of d .  [] 
We will next formulate the sufficient condition for the strong regularity of the method (2.2). 
Theorem 3. Assume that p >~ 1, q >>. 1, and that 
(A + UB)x = ~e, ~ E R (2.5) 
for any x E S, where 
S = {x: vTBx = 0}. (2.6) 
Then the method (2.2) is strongly regular. 
Proof. Observe first that it follows from the definition of tensor product hat (2.5) is equivalent to 
( (A+UB)®Im)x=e®¢,  ¢ = [¢1,...,¢m1E Nm 
for any x such that (vTB®lm)X = 0. Multiplying the second equation of (2.3) by v T ®Ira, it follows 
that 
(v T ® Im)(B ® I,n)I~ = (vTB @ Im)I£ = 0 
and putting 2 = (v T ® I~))3 C W", we obtain 
f := h(B ® Im)I~ + e ® 2. 
Substituting this relation into the first equation of (2.3), we get 
I£ = f (h((A + UB) ® Im)I£ + e ® 2). 
It follows from the condition (2.5) that k has the form k = e ® p for some p = [pl,...,pro] E ~m. 
^j  ^ j  ^ j  ^ j  
Denote by K i the jth component of the vector/~i E R m and put K =[K1,. W. .. ,Ks] E Then I£J=pJe 
and using Lemma 1 we obtain 
pJ = pJvTBe = vTBK J = O. 
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Hence, it follows that k j = 0, /< = 0, ~" = 33 = e ® 2 and f(33) = 0 which proves strong regularity 
of (2.2). [] 
Put Q =A + UB and denote by rk(Q) the kth row of the matrix Q. Then it is easy to see that the 
condition (2.5) is equivalent to the requirement that rk (Q) -  rt(Q) is proportional to the vector vTB 
for any pair of indices k and l such that k ¢ l. In the next section we will show that the necessary 
condition for both regularity and strong regularity of (1.2) is the existence of two distinct indices k 
and l such that rk(Q) - rt(Q) is proportional to vTB. 
3. A necessary condition for regularity of DIMSIMs 
Consider the system 
h(A @ Im)I<-{-(U ~ Im)33 = Y, (3.1) 
((I -- V) ®Im)33 - h(B ® Im)R -- O, 
where 33= T, T,^  and^ ~., I2, . and Ki are vectors in •". 
The solution (33,K, Y) to (3.1) is said to be admissible if Ki = Kj whenever I~/= ~.. We have the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 4. The method (1.3) is regular if  and only if for every m~ l and for every h>0 every 
admissible solution to (3.1) admits an index v such that Kv = 0 and Yv =2, where ~ = ~=l  vi~,.. 
Proof. The sufficiency is obvious. The necessity follows from the observation that we can clearly 
construct a continuous function f such that f (£ )~ 0 and Ki = f(~'i), i = 1,2,... ,s, whenever the 
assumptions of the Lemma do not hold. [] 
We have also the following characterization of strong regularity, the proof of which is trivial. 
Lemma 5. The method (1.3) is strongly regular if  and only if, for every m >~ 1 and for every h>0,  
the system (3.1) has admissible solution only if  ~'i = fzj for all i , j  = 1,2 . . . . .  s, and for all such 
solutions we have ~. = 4, i, j  = 1,2,. . . ,r ,  and/£i = 0, i -- 1,2,... ,s. 
To simplify the presentation of the results that follow we will assume for the remaining part of 
the paper that m--  1. The results can be easily generalized to the vector case m > 1 by using the 
tensor product notation as in Sections 1 and 2. 
To prove the next Theorem 7 we need a generalization to DIMSIMs of the concept of the EOS 
Runge-Kutta method given in [4]. A DIMSIM (1.2) is said to be EOS if there exists an index 
vE {1,2 . . . . .  s} such that 
T rv(U)B = vTB = e v , 
T rv( A ) = ever, 
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for some cv E E, where r~(U) and r~(A) are the vth rows of the matrices U and A, respectively. It is 
easy to verify that, whenever ~(U)y [°] = vXy [°], for an EOS method the quantity z["l is propagated 
by using one stage as follows: 
yr,] = hcvK~,] + z[,l, 
z[n + 11 _ hK~,l --~Z [n], 
whereas the other stages are nonessential. For technical reasons related to the proof of Theorem 7 
we must also consider a wider class of methods for which there exists an index v E {1,2 .... ,s} such 
that 
T vTB = e~ 
rv(U)B + rv(A) = y~e T, 
for some y~ E ~. Observe that as n ~ c~ such DIMSIMs have an EOS structure and for this reason 
they will be called asymptotically essentially one stage (AEOS) methods. Clearly, the EOS method 
is also AEOS. 
We have the following lemma. 
Lemma 6. An AEOS method is regular. 
Proof. Since the method (1.3) is AEOS, multiplying the second equation of (3.1) by rv(U) and 
then by v T we get 
rv(U)~ = hr,(U)BI£ +2, 
where 2 = vT)), and/£~ ---- 0. Substituting this into the first equation of (3.1) we obtain 
Y~ = h(rv(A) + rv(U)S)I~ +2 = 2, 
and the conclusion follows from Lemma 4. [] 
AEOS methods are clearly exceptional and not very interesting. The next theorem gives the 
necessary condition for regularity of non AEOS DIMSIMs. 
Theorem 7. Assume that the method (1.3) /s regular and nonAEOS. Then there exist distinct k 
and 1, 1 <<.k, l<<.s, such that rk (Q) -  rt(Q) is proportional to vTB, where Q- -A+ UB and rk(Q) 
stands for the kth row of  Q. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem is based on the ideas of the proof of Theorem 3 in [4]. Assume 
first that BXv ~ ek for all k = 1,2,.. . ,s. Then there exists a set 
n = {~= [~I , . . . ,~s]TER s'- (7 ( l )~1>0 , l = 1,2,. . . ,s} 
a(l) = 4- 1, such that 
H* = H N (BTv) ± # ~. 
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Here, (Brv) ± is the orthogonal complement of BTv in R s. We will prove that 
hQH*c  U {YE~s:Y=YJ} ,  (3.2) 
i#j 
i,j=l,2,...,s 
where QH* = {Q~: C EH*}. Suppose to the contrary that (3.2) is false. Then there exists K EH*  
such that Y = hQK has pairwise distinct components. Since K E (BTv) ±, it follows that y = hBK is 
a solution to 
(I - V)y = hBK. 
Hence, 
Y = hAK + Uy = hOK 
and we can conclude that Y,-¢ Yj for all distinct i and j. Thus, the (y, Y,K) is an admissible solution 
to (3.1). Moreover, since KEH*  it follows from Lemma 4 that the method (1.3) is not regular 
contradicting our assumption. 
Since (3.2) is valid, it follows from the convexity of QH* that there exist distinct k and I such 
that 
hQH* C{Y E ~:  Y, = Y,). 
Similarly as in [4], this implies that rk (Q) -  rl(Q) is proportional to vZB. 
Assume next that BVv = e,. Since the method (1.3) is not AEOS it follows that r l (Q)~ 7el and 
H1 = {~ERs: ~1 =0,  r l (Q)~>0}¢~b. 
Moreover, we can find a set H= 
//2 = {~E ~:  ~1 =0,  (--1)"(i)~i>0, i=2 , . . . , s}  
o-(i) = -4-1, such that 
H= n n2 ¢ 4). 
Similarly as before, we can prove that 
hOHc U {YE~:Y/=YJ}"  (3.3) 
i#j 
i,j= 1,2,...,s 
Assuming that (3.3) is false, there exists K E H such that Y=hQK has pairwise distinct components. 
Since K E e(  (i.e., K1 = 0) it follows that y = hBK is a solution of the system 
(I - V)y  = hBK. 
Hence, 
Y = hAK + Uy = hQK 
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and it follows that (y,Y,K) is an admissible solution to (3.1) which contradicts the regularity of 
(1.3) since K1 = 0, Y1 = hrl(Q)K >0, vTy = hvZBK = 0 and Kv ¢ 0, v ----- 2, 3,... ,s. 
This establishes (3.3) and the rest of the proof is the same as in the case of BTv not being a 
coordinate vector. [] 
This thoerem gives, in particular, the necessary condition for strong regularity of DIMSIMs. 
We formulate this as the following corollary. 
Corollary 8. Assume that the method (1.3) is strongly regular. Then there exist distinct k and l, 
1 <.k, l<.s, such that rk(Q)- rt(Q) is proportional to vTB. 
It is interesting to remark that it is possible to prove the above result directly in a much simpler 
way than the proof of Theorem 7. This proof is given below. 
Direct proof of Corollary 8. Consider the system (3.1). It was demonstrated before (compare the 
proof of Theorem 3 in the previous section) that every solution to (3.1) has the form 
f~=hBK + 2e 
for some 2E•, where/~ satisfies the system 
vTBR = O, 
hQI( = I? - 2e. (3.4) 
We will show that 
hQS C U {(Y~,'", Y~): Yk = Yt}, 
k,l 
k4l 
(3.5) 
where S is defined by (2.6). Assuming to the contrary that (3.5) is false, it follows that there exists 
K E S such that Y = hQK has pairwise distinct components. But this means that (hBK+2e, K, ~') is an 
admissible solution to (3.1) with Y -- Y + 2e, and, in view of Lemma 5, we obtain the contradiction 
with strong regularity of (1.3). 
Since (3.5) is valid, it follows from convexity of QS that there exist distinct k and l such that 
hQS C {(Yb---, Ys): Yk = Yt}. 
Similarly as in [4], this implies that rk(Q)- rt(Q) is proportional to vXB, which completes the 
proof. [] 
The next result illustrates that it is possible to reduce the question of (strong) regularity of the 
original method (1.2) with s internal and r external stages to the question of (strong) regularity 
of the so-called folded method with s - 1 internal and r external stages. As in [4] the coefficient 
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matrices of the folded method are defined by 
[6_,,0]4 LeTIF6-' 
[/~-i BLeTI 
[ls-l,O]U 
V 
where I~_1 is the identity matrix of dimension s - 1. We have the following theorem. 
(3.6) 
Theorem 9. Assume that rk (Q) -  rt(Q)=¢vVB for some ~ E ~ and some k,l, l <<,k, l<<,s. After 
reorderin9 the coefficient matrices so that k---* 1 and l--~s, we have that the method (1.3) is 
(stronoly) regular if  and only if  the method (3.6) is (strongly) regular. 
Proof. We can assume, without loss of generality, that k = 1 and I---s. Consider the system (3.1) 
whose solution is given by 
= hBI£ + 2e, 
2 C R, where/¢ satisfies (3.4). Consider also the system corresponding to the folded method (3.6) 
hA*K* + U 'y*  = Y*, (3.7) 
(I - V)y* - hB*K* = O. 
Using the same arguments as in the case of original method the solution to (3.7) is 
y* = hB*K* + 2*e, 
for some 2* E R, where K* satisfies the system 
vTB*K * = O, 
(3.8) 
hQ*K* = Y* - 2*e, 
with 
Q*=A*  + U*B*=[ls-10]A [Is-1 ] rlS~T1 ] ' [ eT + [I~-I'O]UBL et 
r-":-, ] = tl _,,olQ re,,-, ] 
= [Z,_I,0](A + un) L eT k " 
Since r l (Q) -  rs(Q)= ~v';B it follows that the system (3.4) can have only solutions if Y1 = Y~. 
Putting k~ = k~, and K~* =Ki ,  i = 1 ,2 , . . . , s -  1, Y/*= I~i, i = 1 ,2 , . . . , s -  1, it is easy to see that 
the system (3.4) is equivalent to (3.8). Thus, Lemmas 4 and 5 imply that the original method (1.3) 
is (strongly) regular if and only if the folded method (3.6) is (strongly) regular and the proof is 
complete. [] 
Theorems 3 and 7 provide a complete characterization f regular and strongly regular DIMSIMs 
with two stages (s = 2). We formulate this as the following corollary. 
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Corollary 10. The method (1.3) with s = 2 and p >~ 1, q >~ 1, is strongly regular i f  and only if  
ra(Q) - r2(Q) = ~vYB, (3.9) 
for some ~ E ~, and if  it is non-AEOS, if  and only if  it is regular. 
4. Characterization of  strongly regular D IMSIMs  with s = r = q = 2 and p ~> 2 
In this section we will give a complete characterization f strongly regular DIMSIMs of the form 
I A 0 1 0 1 [A IU ] a 2 0 1 (4.1) L IvJ = l -v, b21 b22 I1)1 1 /)1 
with c=[c1,c2] T, of stage order q=2 and order p >~ 2. It was proved in [1] that p=q=2 if and 
only if 
B = Bo - AB1 - VB2 + VA,  (4.2) 
where the ( i , j)  elements of B0, B1, and B2 are given, respectively, by 
fd+c' ~)j(x)dx q~j(l+e~) and f°~ (gfix)dx 
 j(cj)  j(cs)  j(cj) ' 
and q~l(X)=x - c2, ¢k2(x)=x - el. Moreover, it was shown in [2], compare Theorem 2.3, that this 
method has order p = 3 if, in addition, the following exponential fitting condition is satisfied 
det(eZI - M(z))  = O(z4), (4.3) 
where M(z)  is the stability matrix defined in Section 2. 
Denote by qo, i , j=  1,2, the elements of the matrix Q=A + UB and by wi, i=  1,2, the elements 
of the vector vTB. Then it follows from Corollary 10 that the method (4.1) is strongly regular if 
and only if 
(ql l  -- q21 )W2 ~--- (q12 -- q22)Wt. (4.4) 
Computing the matrix B from Eq. (4.2) and solving Eq. (4.4) with respect o vl, we obtain a 
family of strongly regular DIMSIMs with s = r = q = p = 2 which depend on four parameters c1, c2, a 
and 2. The coefficients of these methods are given by 
bl l  = (2a - 4a 2 + 2Cl ÷ 3C~ + 2ac~ + c~ - 2c2 - 6CLC2 
- -4aC lC2  - -  3c2c2  + 3C~ + 2ac~ + 3clc~ -- c 3 -- 2c12 - 4ac12 
-4c22 + 2c2). + 4ac22 + 8clc23~ - -  4c~2 + 4c122 - 4c222)/(4(c1 - c2)(a + cl - c2)), 
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hi2 
b21 ~-- 
b22 
V 1 
( -2a  - 2Cl - -  2acl  - c 2 + c~ + 2c2 + 2ac2 + 2CLC2 - -  3C21C2 
--C 2 + 3ClC 2 -- C 3 + 2c~2 - 2c2J], - 4c12 2 + 4c2j,2)/(4(Cl - c2) (a  + 6'1 - c2) ) ,  
(2a - 8a 2 + 2cl - 8acl  - 4a2cl - c 2 - 4ac  2 - c~ - 2c2 
+ 8ac2 + 4a2c2 + 2CLC2 + 8aclc2 + 3c2c2 - c 2 - 4ac~ 
--3CLC 2 + C~ -- 2C12 + 2C22 + 4C1,~ 2 -- 4C222)/(4(Ci -- c2)(a + cl - -  C2) ) ,  
( -2a  + 4a 2 - 2c  1 -~- 6aCl + 3c 2 -- 2ac  2 -- c~ 
+2C2 - -  6ac2 -- 6CLC2 + 4aclc2 + 3c~c2 + 3c 2 - 2ac  2 - 3clc22 + c 3 + 2c12 - 4ac12 
-4c~Z2 - 2c22 + 4ac22 + 8clc22 - 4c222 - 4c,22 + 4c222)/(4(Cl  - c2)(a + el - c2)), 
(2a + c~ + 2acl  + c 2 - c2 - 2ac2 - 2ClC2 + c 2 + 2c12 - 2c22)/ (2(Cl  - c2)(a + el - c2)), 
and its stability polynomial p(q ,z )=det ( r / I -  M(z ) )  has the form 
p(rl, z ) ----(1 - 2z)2r/2 - p l (z ) r /+ p2(z), 
where 
3 - 82 
p l (z )  = 1 + -- - -~---z  +/zz  2, 
1 - 42 
pz(z) - - - . z  + (# - 22)z z, 
2 
and 
# --- ( -2a  2 - 2acl  - 2a2cl - ac 2 + ac~ + 2ac2 + 2a2c2 + 2aclc2 
- 3ac2c2 - ac22 + 3ac lc  2 - ac  3 - 4ac12 - 6c22 + 4ac22 
+ 12CLC22 - 6c222 + 8ac122 + 12c1222 - 8ac222 
--24ClC2,~, 2 + 12C2j,2)/(4(Cl -- c2) (a  + Cl - -  c2) ) .  
Consider now type 1 DIMSIMs, i.e., methods corresponding to 2---0. The stability polynomial 
now takes the form 
pQ/ ,z )=q 2 -  (1 + ~z+pz2)q+ ½z+pz  2, 
where 
a(1 - cl + c2) (2a  + 2Cl - -  c 2 - -  2c2 + 2clc2 - c 2) 
# = 4(C2 - -  C1 )(a + Cl - c2) 
We have plotted in Fig. 1 below the right-hand side of  the interval of  absolute stability r(#) of  the 
polynomial p(rl, z )  versus the parameter # for # E [0, 1]. This function is discontinuous at # = 1, we 
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Fig. 1. Interval of absolute stability of p(~,z) corresponding to type 1 methods. 
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Fig. 2. Stability regions of p(r/,z) corresponding to selected values of the parameter #. 
have r (¼- )=-2  and r ( l+)=- l -x /5  ~ -3 .236.  We have also plotted in Fig. 2 stability regions 
1 65 9 and 5 of  the polynomial p(thz) corresponding to the values # = 4, 256, 32, 1-~" 
Computing p from the exponential fitting condition (4.3) we obtain #= ~,  and choosing, for 
example, Cl-----1, c2 = 3, and a = (35 4-2v/2-~)/48, lead to the following strongly regular DIMSIMs 
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of order 3 
0 0 I 1 0 ] 
(35 ± ~) /48  0 0 
(47 + 3~) /48  (35 q: x/265)/48 ( 2v/2--~ + 1)/12 (13 4- -2x/~)/12 " 
(23 + 2x/2-~)/24 (25 q: 3~) /48  ( ~ +  1)/12 (13 i ~) /12 J  
The interval of absolute stability of these methods is ( - (3  + x/-6-9)/10,0),-~ (-2.26137,0) and their 
region of absolute stability is displayed in the right lower comer of Fig. 2. 
Choosing a = 0 we obtain a family of strongly regular type 3 methods with coefficients given by 
b l l  = 
b12 = 
b21 = 
(1 + cl - c2)(2 q- Cl - c2) 
4(Cl --  C2) 
(1 + C 1 - -  C2)(2 -- el q- C2) 
4(c2 - cl) 
(1 - cl + C2)(2 + C2 -- C2) 
4(c, - c2) 
(1 - cl + c2X 2 - -  C1 -[- C2)  
b22 = 
4(c2 - cl) 
1 + Cl - c2 
Vl - -  2(Cl -- C2)" 
The stability polynomial of all these methods is 
1 p(n,z)-- - (1  +  z)n + 
and its interval of absolute stability is ( -1 ,  0), which corresponds to # = 0 on Fig. 1. 
The above discussion illustrates that it is possible to construct explicit strongly regular DIMSIMs 
with s = 2 of order p ~> 2. This is in contrast to the situation one encounters in Runge-Kutta theory, 
where all regular Runge-Kutta methods with s = 2 and p ~> 2 are necessarily implicit, cf. [5, 4]. 
Consider next the methods of type 2 and 4. Using the Schur criterion it can be verified that the 
polynomial p(~,z) is A-acceptable (i.e., the roots r h and r/2 of p(rl, z ) have modulus less than one 
for all z with negative real part) if and only if 
~(22 - #)~>0, 
and 
which is equivalent to 
1 )2 /'[2 
(2-- 5 ~<~< 
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Choosing, for example, 2 = ¼, # = 1,  C1 = 0 ,  C 2 = 1, it follows that a = 4, and this leads to the 
following A-stable and strongly regular method of type 2 of order 2: 
~ 0 0 
4 1 1 g ~ 
43 ~ " ½3 
31 5 
It can be verified that the roots of the stability polynomial p(tl ,z ) of this method are q =0 and 
q =R(z),  where 
1 1 + ~z + ~6 z2 
__ 1 R(z)  = 1 ~z + ~6 zz 
is the stability function of SDIRK method of order 2 corresponding to 2 = ! 4" 
We will next construct ype 2 DIMSIMs of order 3. Computing # from the exponential fitting 
condition (4.3), we get 
5 - 242 + 2422 
#= 12 ' 
and using the Schur criterion it follows that the stability polynomial p(w,z )  with # given above is 
A-acceptable if and only if 2 E [2., 2"], where 2. = (3 + x/3)/6 ~ 0.788675 is the larger root of 
~p(2) = 1 - 62 + 622 and 2* = (6 + v/2-]-)/6 ~ 1.76376 is the larger root of ~k(2) = 5 - 242 + 1222. 
Choosing 2 = 1, c1 = 0, c2 = 1, we obtain/z = ~ and a = ~, and this leads to the following A-stable 
and strongly regular method of type 2 of order 3: 
0i] 121 7 7 " 
84 12 g - - -  
163 163 7 
84 84 g - -  
Similarly, we can construct strongly regular DIMSIMs of type 4, i.e., the methods corresponding 
to a = 0. Putting cl = 0 and c2 = 1 these methods take the form 
[ 0 I1 0] 
2 0 1 
-2(2,(~- 1)/2 2 (22-  1)/2 -2  1 + 2 
[(-1 + 2 - 222)/2 (3 - 32 + 222)/2 -2  1 + 2 
and they are A-stable if and only if 2E[2,,2"],  where 2. and 2* are defined as before. The order 
3 is attained for 2 = ( -3  + v/-~)/12, but the corresponding methods are not A-stable. 
5. Concluding remarks 
This paper examines the regularity and strong regularity properties of diagonally implicit multistage 
integration methods (DIM SIMs) for ordinary differential equations introduced recently by Butcher [1 ]. 
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The concepts of regularity and strong regularity are introduced which are generalizations of the 
notion of regularity introduced by Iserles [5] and Hairer et al. [4] for Runge-Kutta methods and 
linear multistep formulas. The sufficient and necessary conditions for regularity and strong regularity 
of DIMSIMs are given (Theorems 3 and 7, respectively) which provide a complete characterization 
of strongly regular methods with two stages. Examples of strongly regular explicit and implicit 
DIMSIMs of types 1-4 are also constructed. The methods of types 1 and 2 are appropriate for the 
numerical solution of nonstiff or stiff differential systems, respectively, in a sequential computing 
environment. The methods of types 3 and 4 are appropriate for nonstiff or stiff systems, respectively, 
in a parallel computing environment. 
The future work in this area will address the regularity and strong regularity properties of general 
linear methods for ordinary differential equations and the construction of regular methods of high 
order and stage order with desirable stability properties. 
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